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We have developed a Fabry–Perot interferometer detecting the deflection of micrometer-sized
cantilevers and other micromechanical devices, at a working distance of 0.8 mm. At 1 MHz, a noise
floor of 1 fm/ÎHz is obtained. The detector is mounted on a piezo motor for three-axis alignment.
The angular alignment is not critical. The interferometer can be operated in vacuum, air, and liquid.
It is particularly suited for scanning force microscopy with small cantilevers, or with larger
cantilevers simultaneously monitoring vertical and lateral forces. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1866229g

To detect small masses, forces, and energy losses, the
dimensions of silicon-based sensing devices have been re-
duced to the micrometer and submicrometer range.1 These
devices, hereafter—for convenience—denoted as “cantile-
vers,” allow high sensitivity and measurement speed, but
also require an optimization of the detector that transforms
their deflection to a macroscopic signal. In particular, small
changes in position and oscillation frequency of the cantile-
ver should be detected, without affecting its sensitivity and
preferably without adding complexity to the cantilever itself.
Though other deflection detectors exist, these requirements
are best met using optical methods.

The most commonly used detection methods are optical
beam deflection and homodyne laser interferometry; shot
noise limits of below 100 fm/ÎHz have been obtained.2

However, for cantilevers with in-plane dimensions of some
microns, both have their limitations. For beam deflection, a
smaller spot size implies a larger optical opening angle,3 and
thus reduced sensitivity to changes in the angle of the de-
flected beam. For interferometry, the detector—typically a
125-mm-wide fiber end with a core diameter of
5 mm—needs to be positioned within some microns distance
from the cantilever to achieve sufficient sensitivity.4,5 This is
not possible when a cantilever of some microns length has to

be detected from the support chip side, as required in a scan-
ning force microscopesSFMd. This limitation can be over-
come by including the interferometer cavity in the microme-
chanical cantilever itself,6,7 or by using a heterodyne laser
Doppler interferometer.8

We have preferred to minimize complexity of the canti-
lever and of the optical readout, and designed an interferom-
eter with the following key features:sid a spot size of 3mm;
sii d a detector which can be freely positioned in three-
dimensional space,siii d a convenient working distance of
0.8 mm;sivd a sufficiently large angular alignment tolerance;
svd a finesse of 20–25, resulting in high position sensitivity;
svid versatility, the detector is made of elements compatible
with low temperature and ultrahigh vacuum, and can be op-
erated in vacuum, gaseous, and liquid environments.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the interferometer, as
used for detecting the position of a cantilever in a SFM.
Laser light sl=783 nmd from a single-mode optical fiber
passes through a lens system, which focuses the light to a
3 mm spot on the cantilever. To enable multiple reflections,
the image distance has been made identical to the radius of
curvature s0.9 mmd of the 90% reflecting lens surface
s“hemi-concentric cavity”d.9 As a result, a reflected beam is
refocussed on the cantilever, even when the angle between
the optical axis and the normal to the cantilever surface dif-
fers from zero. Furthermore, since the light rays are perpen-
dicular to the lens surfacesno refractiond, there is no need for
readjustment of the cavity when the medium between the
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lens surface and the cantileversvacuum, gas, liquidd is
changed. The lenses and fiber are mounted in a detector
housing which can be fine-positioned along the optical axis
with a piezo scanner, and aligned to the cantilever with a
home-built xyz piezo motor of only 42 mm diameter. The
backreflected intensityPr is measured in a setup similar to
Ref. 4.

To demonstrate the tolerance of the interferometer to an-
gular misalignment, the light intensity reflected back from a
macroscopic gold-coated plane mirror was measured as a
function of the detector-to-mirror distance, for various mirror
anglesfFig. 2sadg. For 0°, sharp minima appearsfinesse typi-
cally 20–25d, separated by a period of half the laser wave-
length sl /2=391.5 nm in vacuumd. In this case the plane
mirror surface is orthogonal to the optical axis, such that
light backreflected to the fiber follows the same path as the
incoming light. For nonzero mirror angles, this is only true
for the zeroth, second,… sevend rays, where the zeroth ray
corresponds to the reflection back to the fiber at the first
arrival at the lens surface. The first, third,… soddd rays
couple back into the fiber under a different angle, not fully
matching the numerical aperture of the fiber. The odd rays
thus have a coupling factorT1 into the fiber which is differ-

ent from the coupling factorT0<40% for the even rays.
The phase difference between two consecutive rays is

d=4pz/l, with z the distance between the lens surface and
the plane mirror. Thus, forT1=T0, maximal destructive in-
terference occurs everyl /2. For T1,T0, odd rays can only
partially interfere with even rays, and the minima become
less deep. Additional minima appear, shifted byl /4 with
respect to the main minima. For large mirror angles,T1=0,
the interference pattern is determined by the phase difference
2d between consecutive even rays, and destructive interfer-
ence occurs everyl /4.

The difference betweenT0 andT1 can be included in the
standard description of a Fabry–Perot interferometer,10 lead-
ing to a backreflected intensity

Pr = T0PiHR1 + R1R2
2 + Qs1 − R1d2R2 − 2ÎQR1R2s1 − R1ds1 − R2dcosd − 2R1R2 cos 2d

1 + sR1R2d2 − 2R1R2 cos 2d
J , s1d

whereQ=T1/T0, Pi is the incident intensity,R1<90% the
reflectance at the lens surface, andR2 the reflectance at the
plane mirrors<80% hered. Using Eq.s1d to fit interference
patterns for different angles,Q can be obtained as a function
of angle.Q andR2 are left free to vary,T0Pi andR1 are held
constant for all fits. In Fig. 2sbd, the resultingQ is shown to
be in good agreement with the expected coupling to the fiber
as a function of the mirror anglea. For eacha, this coupling
was calculated using the overlap integraleegsf
−2Ma ,udgsf ,uddfdu /eegsf ,ud2dfdu, wheregsf ,ud is a
Gaussian with a width derived from the numerical aperture
of the fiber s0.14d, and M =0.6 is the magnification of the
optics. For 11° angular misalignmentsi.e., T1<0d the maxi-
mum slope udPr /dzumax and thus the deflection sensitivity are
still at 60% of their value for 0°: udPr /dzumax,0deg<0.06
3T0Pi nm−1<0.0243 Pi nm−1 swith Pi in Wd.

As a next step, the interferometer has been tested with a
cantilever of dimensions 203430.2 mm3 and spring con-
stant k=0.2 N/m.11 To enhance the reflectivity, a
6.6-mm-long gold pad was evaporated on the end of the can-
tilever, using a recess stepssee Fig. 1d as a shadow mask.12

Making use of the geometry of the cantilever and its support
chip, and of conveniently set mechanical limits of the piezo
motor, the interferometer can be manually aligned to the can-
tilever in less than 15 min, without visual observation of the
detector-cantilever alignment. In Fig. 3, the interference pat-
tern on the cantilever is shown to be practically identical to
the one obtained on a large plane mirrorsi.e., the also gold-
coated support chipd. Using fits with Eq.s1d, with R2 as the
only free parameter, the reflected signalR2 from the cantile-
ver was determined for different positions across the cantile-
ver. When only part of the 3mm spot falls on the cantilever,
R2 rapidly dropsfFig. 3scdg.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Schematic of the interferometer. The continuous ar-
rows indicate the ideal optical path. The dashed arrows indicate the path of
the first, third,…, reflected rays in the case of angular misalignment of the
cantilever.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad Interference between the detector and a plane
mirror, with the mirror roughly perpendicular to the optical axiss0°d and 11°
rotated. The smooth curves are fits with Eq.s1d. sbd Q derived from fits for
various angles. The continuous curve is a calculation, based on the interfer-
ometer geometry, of the amount of light coupled into the fiber as a function
of the mirror angle.
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The most obvious application of the interferometer is
measuring the deflection of a cantilever in a SFM. In Figs.
4sad–4scd we show measured thermal noise spectra of the
cantilever of Fig. 3sbd, in vacuum, air, and watersall at room
temperatured. All data were acquired without vibration isola-
tion. Nevertheless, even at low frequenciess100 Hzd the
noise is still&10−12 m/ÎHz, demonstrating the mechanical
stability of thexyzmotor. The light intensityPi was set such
that there was no sign of self-oscillation due to heating of the

cantilever on any of the slopes of the interference pattern.
In Fig. 4sdd we show the thermal noise spectrum of a

conventional cantileversNano+More GmbH, 223331
36.7 mm3, k=4310 N/m, with a gold coating on the can-
tilever end.Pi was set at 1 mW, while it was verified that the
fundamental mode did not show significant broadening com-
pared to spectra taken at 10mW. Apart from the fundamental
mode and higher flexural modes, the torsional mode can be
observed at 1415 kHzssee arrowd, depending on the lateral
position on the cantilever. Note that in Fig. 4sdd the apparent
height and width of the resonances are determined by band-
width resolution and sweep time of the spectrum analyzer. In
addition, we observe a broad shoulder of 20 fm/ÎHz in Fig.
4sdd due to noise of the laser power supplysbandwidth
250 kHzd, probably via wavelength variation.

Using udPr /dzumax and the detection efficiency ofPr, the
shot noise limit is estimateddzn<1 fm/ÎHz for Pi

<1 mW, and experimentally confirmed at 1 MHz in Fig.
4sdd. For Pi ,0.1 mW, the thermal noisedzR of the preamp-
lifier feedback resistorsR=100 kVd is larger than the shot
noise. A largerR would reducedzR, but also result in a lower
measurement bandwidthsnow 10 MHzd. Near the cantilever
resonances, in water even over a megahertz bandwidth, the
thermal noise of the cantilever dominates. Reducing cantile-
ver dimensions is one way to obtain lower cantilever noise
levels. The Fabry–Perot interferometer described in this let-
ter combines the advantages of a macroscopic interferometer
shigh sensitivity, versatility, and practical used with the capa-
bility of measuring micron-sized, low-noise cantilevers.
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FIG. 3. sColor onlined sad Interference pattern on a gold pad at the end of a
20-mm-long cantileversbd, compared to the interference pattern on the back
of the salso gold coatedd support chip, and fit with Eq.s1d. scd R2 from the
fits for different positions along the arrow insbd. The dashed line indicates
R2 for a large, plane mirror.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined sad Noise spectrum of a small cantilever in vacuum.
Pi <1 mW. Inset: zoom on the resonance peak at 290 kHz. The smooth line
is a fit with an harmonic oscillator.sbd The same cantilever measured in air,
with 10 mW. The dashed curve is a harmonic oscillator fit around the reso-
nance peak.scd As sbd, in water, 1 mW.sdd Noise spectrum of a conven-
tional cantilever, 1 mW. Lower curve: detector above the main axis of the
cantilever. Upper curve: detector close to the side edge of the cantilever
soffset 310 for clarityd.
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